Why are we allowing children to be part of an
UNSAFE and UNTESTED medical experiment?
The mRNA COVID19 vaccine is in clinical trials until 2023 and
is not safe or approved. It has emergency authorisation only,
it does not meet the legal requirement to be classed as a
traditional vaccine. It does not stop you from contracting or
spreading the virus.
This mRNA technology programme's your cells to produce a
synthetic spike protein of a virus (COVID19) we do not yet know
the long term effects and potential damage that may be caused
by this type of gene therapy.

Professor Delores Cahill: from
University College School of Medicine
- Expects those that get injected to
start dying and getting sick in the next
few years

COVID

SURVIVAL RATES
Age 0 - 19
99.997%
Age 20 - 49 99.98%
Age 50 - 69 99.5%
Age 70+
94.6%

Dr Robert Malone: inventor of the mRNA technology =
in June 2021 made a 3 hour video in which he says in
detail why the COVID vaccine is dangerous and later
warned they should not be used on human beings

Yellow Card

These are official government statistics
of COVID jab adverse reactions. It is
estimated that only 10% are reported in
the UK alone. statistically your child is
more at risk of being struck by lightning
than dying of COVID. Research these
facts for yourself before it's too late.

Thousands of Doctors worldwide are opposed to lockdowns and the use of the mRNA technology and see no necessity for
either and instead promote boosting natural immunity through the use of vitamin C, D, Zinc as well as drugs such as
hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin as an effective treatment. Please visit:
worlddoctorsalliance.com

Americasfrontlinedoctors.org

Covid19criticalcare.com

Vernoncoleman.com

In a talk on reducing C02 emissions to zero, Bill Gates when talking about how to reduce the global population said "now if we do a really great
job on new vaccines, healthcare and reproductive services we could lower that by 10 or 15%”. Incidentally Bill Gates is not a Doctor
yet he has major influence over our health industry and organisations like the W.H.O and CDC due to his huge financial contributions

ANYONE CAN TEST POSITIVE FOR PRACTICALLY ANYTHING WITH A PCR TEST
Dr Karry Mullis PHD - Inventor of the PCR test
"RT PCR detects the presence of viral genetic material in a sample but is not able to distinguish whether an
infectious virus is present"
The RT PCR test should not be run at more than 25 cycles, they have been running the test at 45 cycles which provides
more false positives, the positive cases are what the government are using to spread panic and lockdown the country,
shut small businesses, wreck the economy, violate peoples basic human rights and stop family and friends enjoying the
usual normalities of life. - Ask yourself why?
BASING THESE DRACONIAN MEASURES ON THESE TESTS IS MEDICAL FRAUD AND MALFEASANCE IN PUBLIC OFFICE

DID YOU KNOW?
On the 19th of March 2020 just days before the government locked
us down the WHO downgraded COVID19 to a none HCID (high
consequential infectious disease) https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid
On the governments own website they anticipated that 60-70% of
hospitalizations would be from those who received both doses of the
vaccine. - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spi-m-o-summary-offurther-modelling-of-easing-restrictions-roadmap-step-2-31-march-2021
Did you get the jab yet? did they tell you this?
Anyone taking part in a medical experiment which is what these mRNA
vaccines are must be given full and informed consent, ie you must be told by
the person administering the jab you are taking part in a medical trial, if they do
not inform you of this they are in violation of the Nuremberg code which was
brought about after WWII when the NAZI's performed medical experiments on
people which at the time were all legal.
PANDEMIC OR PLANDEMIC? 10 years ago the Rockefeller Foundation
produced a scenario where in the next 10 to 15 years due to a global pandemic
all mobility of people and goods screeched to a halt, national leaders from
around the world imposed air tight restrictions from the mandatory wearing of
face masks to body temp checks. Coincidence?
Research - Operation Lockstep, Event 201 and Agenda 2030.
From summer of 2021 there has been a huge increase in athletes
collapsing from heart conditions and dying with an incredible 500%
increase in heart attacks in FIFA registered footballers in 2021 taking the
annual average from 4.8 deaths to 108. This page lists 603, inc 374 dead as
of Feb 4th 2022. Tinyurl.com/collapselist
The UK government are now offering compensation for people who have
been injured by the vaccine and weren't made fully aware of the risks. If
you have been harmed by the vaccine please Visit:
www.gov.uk/vaccine=damage=payment
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WARNING
Mr Imran Ahmed,
CEO and Founder, Center for Countering Digital Hate.

The new Online Harms Bill will give the government the power to decide what
we can see, say and share online. However with Big Tech and Media censoring
highly qualified scientists, Doctors and experts over the last two years who
oppose the mainstream and government narrative and global leaders around
the world deeming such content as disinformation, harmful and extremist
content can our leaders be trusted to decide what we can see and say or are
we on a dangerous path to totalitarianism.

HUMAN RIGHTS EMERGENCY
In difficult times we expect our servants in office to protect us but they have been quietly legislating to remove some of our basic and
inalienable human rights PERMANENTLY by amending the Human Rights Act.
Incredibly the MP's we elected have been voting in favour of this unprecedented power grab meanwhile our "trusted"? Media seem
happy to keep us in the dark.

THE GOVERNMENT SEEKS TO CRIMINALISE OUR
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO PROTEST AND ASSEMBLE
By giving the police powers to criminalise "noisy" and "annoying" protests the Bill proposes shocking sentence
increases from straying from police-imposed conditions on protests and criminalise protesters. If government
take away our right to assemble and show lawful decent this will be more in keeping with North Korea or
communist China than a free, fair and democratic society.
The Police swear an oath to protect and uphold our fundamental human rights and to serve and protect the
people of this country not the UK government, any breach of their oath means a police officer is acting unlawfully
and holds no authority over a sovereign man or woman and they can be held liable in their private capacity.

ARE WE SLEEP WALKING OUR WAY TO DIGITAL SLAVERY?
A CASHLESS SOCIETY AND A SOCIAL CREDIT SYSTEM COULD MEAN TOTAL CONTROL OVER PEOPLE
The UK government are now introducing a social credit system, this system is similar to the one in China which
is used to control its citizens, the SCS reward's those who follow the rules and take away privileges such as
buying a house, car or even using public transport from those who don't. A cashless society and a new state
controlled digital currency will mean the state can switch off your credit at any point! This has already happened
in Canada to those protesting against the Canadian Premier Justin Trudeau's unlawful and tyrannical COVID
measures and mandates.

WHO IS TRYING TO TAKE CONTROL AND CREATE A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT?
The W.H.O pandemic treaty spells the end for democracy. The UK government are about to transfer all power over to
the W.H.O in a future pandemic. This power would supersede our own constitution and would mean people such as Bill
Gates and Tedros Adhanom as well as pharmaceutical companies would be able to decide what constitutes as a
pandemic having already changed the definition, it could be the flu, as well as deciding what treatments are safe and
who can develop them, quarantine measures, mandates and lockdown policy.

WHAT IF ITS ALL PART OF A BIGGER AGENDA?
Are you familiar with the great reset agenda and Klaus Schwab the head of the World Economic Forum who said
"you will own nothing and you will be happy" will you be happy owning nothing? Schwab also boasts about having
control over global governments saying in 2017 "what we are very proud of now, is how we penetrate the cabinets
around the world".
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